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The purpose of this paper is to prove a theorem, stated in §3, which describes the

self-intersection manifolds of some immersions of differentiable manifolds in

euclidean space in the metastable range. The description is in terms of Z2-bordism,

a concept introduced by Conner and Floyd [2] generalizing the cobordism theory

of Thorn [15]. In §4 some consequences of the theorem are stated and in §5 a

method is developed for producing immersions of spheres whose self-intersections

are the real projective spaces Pn for all n.

This paper embodies the substance of a thesis submitted to Rice University,

written with the advice of Professor Eldon Dyer.

During its preparation I was a guest at the City University of New York.

I am grateful to Professor John Milnor for his many suggestions.

1. All manifolds and maps will be differentiable of class C", and manifolds will

be compact and without boundary unless otherwise stated. All homology will have

Z2 coefficients unless otherwise stated.

In addition to the standard results of differential topology, as found in Lang [5]

or Milnor [9]—[12], some special material will be needed.

Two compact manifolds N$, jV" are (unoriented) cobordant if there exists a

compact manifold with boundary Wn + 1 such that 8W=N0 u /VV This can be

shown to be an equivalence relation. The class of a manifold M will be written [M],

The disjoint union operation + and the cartesian product operation x make

the set of all cobordism classes into a graded commutative Z2-algebra 9?. The

additive inverse of a cobordism class is itself, since d(M x /) = M u M. The class

of the empty manifold is the zero element. Thorn [15] showed that %l is a poly-

nomial algebra with one generator in each dimension not of the form 21— 1. The

cobordism class of a manifold TV in 9? is determined as follows: Let w{ be the z'th

Stiefel-Whitney class of the tangent bundle of N [11] and [N] its fundamental

homology class. Let u be a sequence (iu...,in) such that 2}fi)=n- The 77th

Stiefel-Whitney number of N is the value of the index (w'iw'g- ■ -w%, [N]). Then

two manifolds are cobordant iff these numbers are the same for all tt.

These ideas received the following extension from Conner and Floyd [2]: The

objects considered are manifolds with fixed-point free involutions, that is, diffeo-

morphisms T such that T2 = I and Tx^x for all x. These will be written (M, T).
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Two such, (MS1, T0), (Mf, TJ, are cobordant if there exists (Wm + 1, T) such that

8(W, T) = (M0, T0) u (Mlt 7\), the union of the given manifolds with their given

involutions. Note that the quotient manifolds M0IT0 and M^T^ are then cobordant

in the original sense. Disjoint union, as above, equips the objects under this relation

with the structure of a graded vector space over Z2, denoted 9J(fiZ2). Further,

yi(BZ2) is a module over 9f. If [N] e and [(M, T)] e 9c(ÄZ2), then (Nx M, 1 x T)

represents [TV][(A/, T)], the involution 1 xT acting in coordinate-wise fashion.

Conner and Floyd have shown that ^l(BZ2) is a free module over 9Z with one

generator in each dimension SO. These may be taken to be (Sn, An), the standard

sphere furnished with the antipodal map. In other words, any element may be

expressed as a sum [(M, F)] = 2(m=o [Fj][(5f, A1)], where Vx is of dimension m-i.

These equivariant cobordism classes are determined by involution numbers

analogous to the Stiefel-Whitney numbers described above. Given (Mm, T), there is

in H1(MjT) an element c, the characteristic class of the double covering M' -> MjT.

An involution number of (M, T) is an integer (mod 2)<wil • • • w„ cr, [M/T]}, where

J,jjij + r = m, and the wt are the tangent Stiefel-Whitney classes of MjT. As above,

two manifolds with involution are equivariantly cobordant iff all their involution

numbers agree.

2. The immersions considered here will be of compact w-dimensional manifolds

Nn in m-dimensional euclidean space Rm with the restriction of complete regularity.

Definition. A collection of subspaces of a vector space intersect transversely if

their orthogonal complements are linearly independent.

Let Tx denote the tangent space at a point x in a manifold.

Definition. An immersion f: Nn-^~Rm is completely regular if for xu ..., xT such

thatf(x1)= ■ ■ ■ =f(xr),f*Txv .. - ,f*TXr intersect transversely.

If 3« < 2m, the case we will be interested in, complete regularity insures that /

has no triple points; and it follows that the set If = {xeN\ 3y,f(x)=f(y)} is a

compact (2n — m)-dimensional submanifold. Then the image If = /// is a submanifold

of Rm, which is doubly covered by // [7].

Let f2=fxf\NxN—A(N): Nx N— A(N) -+ RmxRm, where A denotes the

diagonal. Then I, may be realized as (f2)-1 A(7?m). The covering transformation

Tlf of I,    If is given by the transposition (x, y) -> (y, x).

Completely regular immersions possess two important properties. They are

generic in the sense of [16]: Any immersion of a compact manifold and its deriva-

tives up to any order may be approximated arbitrarily closely by a regularly

homotopic completely regular immersion, and any immersion close enough to a

completely regular immersion g, whose first two derivatives approximate those of

g, is completely regular. Secondly, they are stable, in that under a sufficiently small

regular homotopy the diffeomorphism type of the immersion, in a suitably defined

sense, does not change. In particular, the intersection manifolds are diffeomorphic

[8].
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Proposition. If f and g are regularly homotopic completely regular immersions

Nn -> Rm, 3n < 2m, then (/,, 7),) and (Ig, TIg) are cobordant.

According to Hirsch [4] there is an immersion G : Nxl-+ Rmxl which is equal

to fx id on N x [0, 1/3] and gx id on A'x [2/3, 1]. Now fx id and gx id are com-

pletely regular; for if, say, fx id(x, t0) = (f(x), t0) = (f(y), t0)=fx \d(y, t0), the

orthogonal complements to the differentials of the tangent spaces in Rmxl are

just the inclusions of those in Rm, which were assumed to be linearly independent.

Approximate G by a completely regular immersion H relative to Nx[0, 1/3]

and Nx [2/3, 1]. A calculation shows that H has no triple points, so {IH, 7}H) is

the required cobordism.

3. The intersection number of a completely regular immersion /: 7V->- R2n is the

number (mod 2) of point self-intersections. Whitney [19] showed that for all n

there exist immersions with intersection number taking either value.

A manifold A' is said to be stably A>parallelizable, or briefly, kir, if for every

complex K of dimension ^ k and map h: K-+ N, k*v is trivial, where v is the stable

normal bundle of N. This is equivalent to the condition that for some cell decom-

position of N the stable normal bundle restricted to the A>skeleton is trivial. If

k^n, then A' is called a rr-manifold.

Given a formal power series a = 2i atx' over Z2. It is known that a is a unit iff

a0 = l, and in that case its inverse may be formed by rational operations. Let wN

denote the total tangent Stiefel-Whitney class of a manifold AT.

Theorem 1. Let N" be a kir-manifold, k^2n — m, andf:N-+Rmbea completely

regular immersion with 3n< 2m. Let jfbe the composition N_L, Rm J^. R2n, and c be

the characteristic class of the covering If-^-If. Then w,f = (l + c)n_m = 1/(1 +c)m~\

If the intersection number of jfis 0, then c2n~m = 0 and If equivariantly bounds. If the

intersection number of jf is 1, then c2n~m^0 and Ir is equivariantly nonbounding.

Thus the cobordism type of If and the equivariant cobordism type of If may be

computed, as explained in §1, and depend only on m, n, and the intersection

number of jf.

An analogue of this theorem can be proved by the same methods with the

weaker hypothesis 4n < 3m, but the author prefers to avoid the necessary complica-

tions of statement and proof. Note that in the expansion [//] = 2<2=om [A/i][S'i, A1]

the only term which can have nonzero involution number <c2n_m, [Mt x S'/A*]} is

[S2n'm, A2n~m], since Mi x S'/A'^Mi x P\ where P' is real projective /-space. Thus,

if // does not equivariantly bound, the coefficient of [S2n~m, A2n~m] is 1.1 have no

examples of immersions for which any other terms are not zero, but nothing seems

to preclude the possibility of their existence.

Corollary 1. If [I,]^0, then [If] = [S2n-m, A2n~m] iff m>2n-2s, where 2s is

the greatest power of 2 dividing n+l.
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This follows from comparing w>pa»-» = (H-c)2B~m+1 and (l+c)n_m.

Corollary 2. If n is even, then [//] = 0 for every completely regular immersion

f:N^Rm withm<2n.

Smale and Lashof [6] have shown that if in this case the intersection number of

jf is not zero, then the Euler class xe^"(A;Z) is not zero. But Hirsch [4] has

shown that x = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for an immersion of N in

R2n to be regularly homotopic to one in R2n~x.

The proof of the theorem will be preceded by several lemmas. Let k: Rm ->• Rm+1

be the standard inclusion.

Lemma 1. Let f.Nn^-Rm be a completely regular immersion, 3n<2m, with If

representing 2?=öm [A/jltS', A']. Then for any completely regular immersion g

regularly homotopic to kf Ig represents J.f=lm [Mj][Si_1, A''1].

By the proposition it will suffice to find one such g. The proof will be divided

into two parts.

Given a manifold with involution (V, T), the line bundle Ev associated to T

has total space the quotient of Vx R by the relation (x, s)~(Tx, —s), base space

VjT, and projectionpv: (x, s) -> [x], where [x] is the class of x in V\T.

(1) Let V be a manifold with involution T, representing 2f"=o [A/j^S', A']

e 9>lCßZ2). Then if r: VjTEv is a section which is transverse to the zero section

and 0r is the set of zeros, then (Py ML, T | Py J0r) represents 27-1 [M^S1'1, A*'1].

By the hypotheses there exists an equivariant cobordism (W, R) between (V, T)

and U"=i (MjXS*, 1 xAi) = (X, A). I claim that there is a section q{ of EMtxS\

transverse to the zero section and such that 0„, is Mt x Sl' 1/F= Mt x P' ~~1. Consider

5' embedded as the unit sphere in Ri + 1 and define h(x), x e S', to be the (1+ l)th

coordinate xi+1 of x. Then define q^y, x) = (y, x, h(x)) e M{ x S' x R. It is evident

that h(A'x) = h( — x)= —h(x). Thus^(x) respects the identifications made in defining

EMi x Si and passes to a section qt: Mtx S'IA' = MiXP' —> EMl x SK Since dhjdxi+1

is #0 on S{~\ cji is transverse to the zero section and thus so is q,. Define

q: X ^ Ex to be the union of the qt. Then 0, = lJJl=1 M^xP1'1.

XjA and VjT have neighborhoods diffeomorphic to the products (XIA) x I and

(VjT)xI in WIR. Define a section v: W[R-+ Ew to be the products <?xid and

r x id in these neighborhoods and transverse to the zero section elsewhere. Then

0„ is a manifold with boundary 0, u 0,. (pwx0„, R \ ̂ ^0„) is a manifold with

involution, restricting on its boundary to (pf x0r, T \ py u (p% H)t, A \ Px 10Q).

But

(Px%, A \ Px'%) = Ü (M.xS'-Mxi' I MiXS'"1)
i = i

= (J (MiXS1-1, IxA1-1),
i = i

which establishes (1).
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(2) Let /be an immersion as above. Then if r is any section of Ej transverse to

the zero section there is a completely regular immersion g regularly homotopic to

fc/such that U=(fT?% Ti, \ pff%).
g will be constructed by first defining a map m: If -+ Ifx R<=Rm + 1 and then

extending m to an immersion of N.

By the definition of E!f there is a bundle map s . IfxR-> EIf. Then there is the

diagram
R

'}
1 s
IfXR —> Es

1   . \Pf-
I,-

Let F be the section of I, induced from r by it. That is, r(x) = s'lrTr(x). Define

m(x) = (f(x), lf(x)). Then since lrx= —IrTx, by the identifications made in defining

EIf, there exists y such that m(x) = m(y) iff xe7r_1(0r). Further, m(If) meets If

transversely in I, x R, since r meets the zero section in Elf transversely and the

bundle map s is locally an isomorphism.

Let U be a tubular e-neighborhood of If in N for small e > 0.

Let be the distance of x from / in N. Let p be a real valued C°° function

defined on the reals satisfying

(i) P(j) = l,>.^0; p(F) = 0, y^e, and

(ii) dp/dx^O [14].

Define g as follows: If x $ U, g(x) = kf(x). If w e If and x is in the fiber of w in U,

Uw, g(x) = [f(x), p(d(x))-lf(w)]eRmxR = Rm + 1. Then g extends m, and its self-

intersections are precisely those of m. Define a homotopy H between kf and g by

H(x, t) = [f(x% 0] if x i U, and if x e Um H(x, t) = [f(x), P(d(x))■ lr(w)■ t].

Then g is an immersion. This is clear if x <£ U. If x e Uw, we may select a neigh-

borhood of w in /; on which m is an embedding. Then it is clear that g embeds the

restriction of N to this neighborhood. Similarly H(N, t) is an immersion for all t,

so H is a regular homotopy. Finally we must show that at any intersection point

z=/(*)=f(y) of g the intersection is transverse.

In the case of an immersion like g which has no triple points, this is easily seen

to be equivalent to the condition that the images of the tangent spaces at x and y

span that at z.

Now z is also an intersection point of /. The projection Rm + 1 = RmxR-+Rm

carries g into/ which was assumed to be completely regular, so the tangent spaces

of the two leaves at z span the subspace of the tangent space of Rm + 1 orthogonal

to the last coordinate. Since g extends m and the two leaves of m(If) at each inter-

section were shown to span the tangent space to / x R, where R is the last co-

ordinate, the two tangent spaces at z span the tangent space to Rm + 1.

Combining (1) and (2) yields the lemma.
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Corollary. /// is an immersion as above and If = (S2n m, A2n m), then we may

choose g so that Ig = {S2n-m~1, A2n~m-X).

In this case the construction of a section q over XjA made in (1) may be applied

directly on If. (2) needs no modification.

Lemma 2. Let Nn be a kn-manifold, k^2n — m, and f:N-^Rm a completely

regular immersion with 3n<2m. Let a be the line bundle over If associated to

ir: If If, e the trivial line bundle, and c the characteristic class of a. Then the normal

bundle v of If in Rm is (m — ri)a ®(m — ri)e and thus its total Stiefel- Whitney class

is (l + c)m_n.

I claim that If is a 77-manifold: it is diffeomorphic to (f2)'1 A(Rm)<=Nx M. The

normal bundle to {f2)'1 A(Rm) in NxN is trivial, being induced from that of

A(Rm) in Rm x Rm. Now /, is of dimension 2n — m, and being a differentiable mani-

fold is homeomorphic to a complex [13]. Since k^2n—m, it will suffice to show that

Nx A is a ibr-manifold. Let pu p2 be the projections of Ax A" on its factors. If 17 is

the stable normal bundle of A, the stable normal bundle of NxN may be written

PiV © P*v- If Nr is the r-skeleton of A in some cell decomposition, then under px,

NkxN maps onto Nk, so pfr]\NkxN is trivial. Similarly p*ri\NxNk is trivial.

Thus pU ®pt\NkxNk is trivial. But {NxNf<=-NkxNk.

If is contained in A with normal bundle f of dimension n — {2n — m) = m—n.

Since A is a /or-manifold and k^2n — m,^is stably trivial. Since the fiber dimension

m—n is greater than the base dimension 2n — m, £ is trivial. Let {rt}, i= 1,..., m—n,

be a framing of f. If f(x)= f(y) = z, the normal space to I, at z is the sum of the

normal spaces to Ir in A at x and y, since the intersection is transverse. Each r{

thus determines a two-dimensional subbundle vt of v. The vt are mutually isomorphic,

for an automorphism of £ taking to r,- induces an automorphism of v taking vx

to Vj.

Consider the trivial 2-plane bundle 6 over If spanned by rr and a second vector

field St. Define a bundle map l:6->v1 by lr1(x)=f*r1(x), ls1(x)=f*r1(Tx). The

identifications made under this map are ar1(x) + bs1(x)~as1{Tx) + br1(Tx). Let

qi = r1+s1, q2 = ry—sy. Then in terms of the {qt} the identifications are cq1(x) + dq2(x)

~cq1(Tx) — dq2(Tx), so the image of the span of q1 is trivial, and the image of that

of q2 is the line bundle associated to the covering // -> If.

Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from Lemma 2 that the normal Stiefel-Whitney

class of If is (l+c)m_n, where c is truncated to some height S2n — m. Thus by

Whitney duality the tangent class is l/(l + c)m"\ Suppose that the intersection

number of jf is 0. Then c2m-n = 0, for if not If has the nonzero involution number

<c2m " *, [//]>, and since [S2n ~ m, A2n ' m] is the only term with this involution number,

it must have coefficient 1 in By descending induction using Lemma 1 the inter-

section number of jf is 1, a contradiction. Then I, has no nonzero involution

numbers and is an equivariant boundary.
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If the intersection number of jf is 1 we see using Lemma 1 that the coefficient of

[S2n~m, A2n-m] is 1, and so <c2n~m, [//]>#0, and /, does not equivariantly bound.

4. Robert Wells [17] has shown that if 3n<2m, k^2n-m, and 7Vn is a kn-

manifold, then every manifold-with-involution occurring as the self-intersection of

a completely regular immersion N -> Rm may be realized as that of some com-

pletely regular immersion of the sphere Sn -> Rm. Thus according to Theorem 1

the existence of immersions of A^-manifolds in the above range with equivariantly

nonbounding self-intersections is equivalent to the existence of immersions

Sn -> Rm which go under the inclusion Rm -> R2n into immersions with intersection

number 1 (mod 2).

Recall Smale's theory of immersions of spheres in euclidean space [14]. If n<m,

the group of immersions of 5" in Rm under the operation of connected sum is

isomorphic to 7rn(Fm>n), where Fm>n is the Stiefel manifold of orthogonal «-frames

in w-space. Further, the inclusion of immersions Sn Rm Rm +1 corresponds to

the homomorphism Trn(Fm n) -> Trn(Vm+1,n) induced from the map Vm,n       Fm+ i>n.

It was remarked in §3 that self-intersections are uninteresting for n even. We thus

confine attention to odd n. In this case Smale's construction shows that the im-

mersion of Sn in R2n with intersection number 1 corresponds to the nonzero

element of TTn(y2„,n)~Z2. We thus have

Theorem 2. Consider n, m with 3n < 2m and n odd. Then there exists an n-dimen-

sional k-rr-manifold, k^2n — m, completely regularly immersed in Rm with equi-

variantly nonbounding self-intersection iff the homomorphism -rrn(Vmn) -> 7rn(F2n>n)

is not zero. In fact the manifold may always be taken to be a sphere.

5. In many cases the question of the existence of self-intersections may be settled

geometrically, answering the homotopy-theoretic question of the last section

indirectly.

Throughout this section Pr will denote real projective space and Sr the sphere

considered as a covering space of Pr. I will consider immersions f.Pn^Rm with

3/3+1 <2m. The method used here to find examples of self-intersections consists

essentially of considering maps of projective spaces, passing to the associated maps

of spheres given by the covering projection, and putting these into general position.

These examples are special cases of those found independently by Robert Wells

[17]. Wells has also contributed to the simplification of my hypotheses.

Let ar be the canonical line bundle over PT, and cr the order of ar in KÖ{Pr)

(the reduced KO group).

Theorem 3. Given n and m, 3n + 1 < 2m. Then if n + 1 ̂  0 (mod c2n _ m) there exists

a completely regular immersion Sn ->■ Rm + 1 with self-intersection p2n'm-1_

Since by Adams' calculations [1] c, is finite, such immersions exist for all values

of 2n — m for an infinite number of m.
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The principal fact needed is as follows:

Lemma 3. Given n and m, 3n<2m such that the stable normal bundle of Pn

restricted to P2n ~ m is trivial. Then there is a map g: Sn Rm whose singular set in

Sn has two components with the following structure: One component is a (2n — m)-

sphere with image p2n~m, of which a neighborhood is mapped by a completely regular

immersion. The other is a (2n — m)-manifold containing the singular points.

Consider any map Pn -> Rm. Haefliger [3] shows that in the stated dimensions it

may be approximated by a map / whose singular set, Yf, is a submanifold of

dimension 2n — m.

Since 2n — m + 2n-m<n there is by general position an isotopy of p2n~m in Pn

separating p2n~m from Y,. By the isotopy extension theorem [12], this isotopy

extends to an isotopy H: Pnxl-+Pn such that for fHx: Pn -> Rm, //Y1(/j2,l-m)

n YfHl = 0. I will assume this to be the case, writing/for fHx.

Let Pn— Yf have the Riemannian metric d induced from that of Rm by /and let

Kbe a tubular e-neighborhood of P2n~m in Pn, with e chosen so that K t~\ Yf= 0.

Then since if in the given range the normal bundle of Pn restricted to p2n~m is

stably trivial it is trivial, and K contracts onto 752n"m, we may choose a framing

f/i}, i=0.m—n—1, of the normal bundle of Pn restricted to K.

Pr is covered by r+1 coordinate neighborhoods {KJ, where Vt is the region

where the rth homogeneous coordinate is nonzero. V, lifts to Sr as the union of

the two open hemispheres Uf and Uf. Let S^x) =1 if x e Ut+, = — 1 if x e Iff,

and =0 if x<£ U? or Uf.

p2n-mCLpn may considered as the intersection ofm-n copies of Pn~J, {Pf "1},

where Pf'1 is the set of zeros of the ith homogeneous coordinate.

Consider the normal disc bundle to Pn as a submanifold of Rm. Letp: Sn —> Pn

be the projection. Define a map g': p~lK^- Rm by

m - n - 1

g'(x)= 2 ^Mdipx^r'Hfpx).
i = 0

Let g: Sn -> Rm be a map agreeing with g' on p'xK and whose singular set is a

(2k —w)-dimensional manifold, which exists by the theorem of Haefliger cited

above.

I will show that g\p~1K is a completely regular immersion with Ig=P2n~m. To

show that g\p~1K is an immersion it will suffice that Sj(x) d(px, Pf'1) be a C°°

function of x, for then g will give a local section over fK, since p is a local diffeo-

morphism, and thus g will be locally an embedding.

If xeUi+,   8,0c) d(px, Prx) = d(px, Pr1)-  If x e Uf,  St(x) d(px, P?"x) =

-d(px, Pf'1), and d(px, P,n_1) is C°° on p'^K n [/,*. Thus there remains only the

case x $ Ut+, Uf. Let Sf~1 = Sn-{Ui+ u C/f). Since p is locally a diffeomorphism,

in a small neighborhood X of x we may write S^x) d(px, P?~1) = 8i(x) d(x,

where d is the metric on Z induced from J by p. Let x„ be the normal coordinate of
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Sf 1 in Sn, the positive direction being into Ut+. Then locally ot(x) d(x, S?-1)

= ±xn.

If xu x2 ep~1x, x e K-P2n~m, then o^x^^S^x^ for some i, 0^i<m-n. Thus

the self-intersection set of g\p~1K is p2n~m.

We must show that the intersection is transverse. To do this it will suffice to

show that at every intersection point x=fp(x1)=fp(x2) the leaves containing xx

and x2 have distinct derivatives with respect Xom — n independent directions normal

to fP2n~m in fPn, Let W be a small neighborhood of x in fPn contained in/A'.

Let W1 and W2 be the components of p~1f~1W which contain xx and x2.

Define a partial coordinate system in Why letting wt be the normal coordinate to

/P"-1 in fPn with positive direction chosen so that wt(fpy) > 0 if y e W1 n [/ + , and

thus Wfijpy) < 0 if y e W2 n C/j+. Then the W; are independent functions on W,

since the P"-1 intersect transversely in Pn, and they lift under p'1/'1 to give

partial coordinate systems {h^}, {wf}. Let gi=g|m'j. Sincepf is a diffeomorphism on

each of Wu W2, we may write g1 and g2 in terms of the coordinates {wt} instead of

K}, {wf}. Then

Rewriting as above, this is equal to

o -] m-n- 1

ä^J^-1)^1   2   ^a^>fcC/P%) = (-iy+1ri(x).

Since rj(x)^0, SgilSw^dgJdw'i for 0^/<m—« —1, and the intersection is

transverse.

Proof of Theorem 3. The normal bundle of P2n_m splits as the sum of the normal

bundle of p2n~m in P" and the stable normal bundle of Pn restricted to p2n~m.

The former is the (m — «)-fold sum of a. The tangent bundle of p2n~m is stably the

(2« — m+ l)-fold sum of a [10]. Thus, to apply Lemma 3 we must have that the

stable normal bundle of p2n~m is (m — n)a. Since the stable normal bundle is

uniquely characterized by the property that its sum with the stable tangent bundle

is trivial, it will suffice that (m — n) + (2n — m+ i) = n+1 =0 (mod c2n_m). Then a

map g exists as in Lemma 3. The following is easily established.

Lemma 4. Let Aa and Bb be disjoint submanifolds of Sn such that a+b+ \ <n.

Then A and B are separated by an {n—\)-sphere embedded in Sn.

Thus, since 2n-m-]-2n-m+1 <n, p-ip2*-m and P9-j7_1P2n_m may be

separated by an (n — l)-sphere in 5", which is then embedded by g. So under the

hypotheses of Lemma 3 there exists a disc Dn immersed in Rm with p2n~m as self-

intersection and which is embedded in a neighborhood V of dDn.

Taking the composition Dn _f^. Rm__y Rm + 1 we may attach a cone C over dDn,

forming a sphere Sn which is (topologically) embedded on C u V. Now by a
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theorem of Haefliger [3], since 3« < 2m, this embedding may be approximated by a

differentiable embedding of C u V, leaving g unaltered outside of V.

Now we may apply the corollary to Lemma 1 to produce an immersion Sn -> Rm +1

with the desired self-intersection.
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